Would you join a free social/market network if …
1) Would you join a free social/market network If the
following is their Privacy Policy?
You own your personal information and content. It is explicitly not ours.
You will never receive a targeted advertisement or 3rd party content
based on what you do or say online. We think it is unethical.
You see every post in timeline order from your friends, family and
groups.
We do not manipulate, filter or change the order of your content or
what you see.
Permissions and privacy are your rights. You control them.
You control who can access your content.
You control what, if anything, others can see in member searches.
We're a private network. That means we do not track or profile you.
Your privacy means that we do not share your personal information
with anyone.
Your 'likes' and 'loves' are for you and your friends. We do not monitor
or mine your data.
Your face is your business. We do not use facial recognition technology.
You have the right to delete your account and take your content with
you at any time.
We do not store or archive our logs.
When you join this social/network and for any reason do not like it, you
can delete your account. Be forewarned, if you delete your account
there is no getting it back. We do not archive your information.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2) Would you join a free social/market network if there are
4 levels of security tied into your digital wallet?
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3) Would you join a free social/market network if there is a
simple model to evaluate digital money viability?

The above image shows a simple model for evaluating if our digital money is
viable. The Three Pillars Community, Technology and Liquidity must each be as
strong as the other.
A. There must be a community involved. Markethive has that and it is
growing every day. Our Alexa Ranking decreases every day, which
means there is more and more traffic to the website.
B. Markethive has tools that was discussed above. Soon we will be on the
Blockchain, with our own Wallet. Micro-payments will be possible, an
Airdrop will be implemented and more.
C. Finally, there is Liquidity. We will have our own Exchange which will
make it easy to exchange our coin. The coin will be used inside
Markethive. There will be Market Makers that will assure the coin can
be traded all of the time.
Markethive fits the qualifications for being a viable coin.
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4) Would you join a free social/market network if there are
free built-in marketing tools?
Content Marketing
An Autoresponder with full configuration, control and is not limited!
Link to the Autoresponder Video https://youtu.be/ofPNml4JHOM
Groups
Campaigns
Conference Rooms
Leads Funnels
Lead Management
Marketplace
Social Media
SEO

5) Would you join a free social/market network if you get
paid for participating.
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There are 4 ways that you can earn income as a Free Member of
Markethive.
1. Markethive will have an Infinity Airdrop. The first drop will give away 500
Markethive Crypto Coins for everyone already in the system and every
new subscriber will receive 500 Markethive coins. Thereafter, as the
Markethive coin increases in value, the amount of coins given away will
decrease, but the Airdrop will remain in force.

2. The first thing someone will want to do, when they join, is complete the
System Tutorials. When you complete a section, you will receive a Micro
Payment in Markethive Coin. This will go directly into your wallet, that we
talked about in earlier in the article.
3. Another way to earn income is through micro payments. You will have to
refer 3 people who are verified, to get paid micro payments for everything
you do in the system. You create a post, you get paid. You create a group,
you get paid. You give a comment, you get paid. You fill out your Profile,
you get paid. You get the idea!
4. Markethive will be doing away with the Like Button. It will be replaced
with a Tip Jar Button. If someone thinks that article you wrote was good
they will be able to Tip you with Markethive coin.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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6) Would you join a free social/market network if there is
an optional upgrade and 14 more ways to earn more
income?
Entrepreneur Upgrade

5. When you upgrade to Entrepreneur and someone joins using your link,
they will get 500 free crypto coins and you will get a matching bonus of
the same amount of free coins.
6. Advertising Marketing Co-op Rotator. Your share of new associates
signing up through Markethive Advertising campaigns.
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7-16. Entrepreneurs will each get their own Portals where they can set their
own prices for the services.
Portals like:
Big Caboodle (a website maker)
Press Release website
Hiveroom (conference rooms)
Bee Lancer (services website)
Markethive Exchange (Cryptocurrency Exchange)
AboutBitco.in (Crypto News Website) and many more.
As an Entrepreneur we can sell the services that each Portal provides and
charge whatever we want.

17.Exclusive free Banner advertising through-out the system and traffic
portals. 3 sizes in top positions in well-traveled areas.
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18. Exclusive self-replicated ICO like ILP (Initial Loan Procurement)
Markethive.io investment site where new investors are coded to you earning
additional ILP notes shares. When someone purchases an ILP, through your
link, you will then get shadow shares in the same amount. The Shadow
shares become active when ILP’s are funded.

19. The Entrepreneur Upgrade is $100 per month or $1000 per year if paid by
the Year. If you do not miss a payment for 12 consecutive months, you will
be given a 1/10 ILP shadow share. If you do not miss a payment for 10 years
you will have earned a full ILP and its benefits. You will get your money back
each year. This option is only available to 1000 Entrepreneurs.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I leave you with the original question.
Would you join a free social/market network if…
Join by clicking the Link below!
https://markethive.com/richardmathiason

May you have success in all that you do!
Richard Mathiason
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